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Source: Thinkstock It's unfortunate that many seniors don't have a choice when it comes to working beyond age 65. However, seniors who have a choice and end up retiring at that age may be doing themselves a skinny favor. It is important to consider the benefits of working beyond age 65 from a financial and personal perspective.
Some people with disabilities may have no other choice in the matter. However, an increasing number of seniors remain well into old age, and will have plenty of options when it comes to working. 1. Retirement funds can go fast Improvements in medicine and senior care have changed the financial situation of many seniors. People are
much more likely to live beyond the age of 90 today, which means that the funds and pensions that seniors accumulate during their working years will have to last much longer than they would have 30 or 40 years ago. An increasing number of seniors will simply run out of money if they are unsure, forcing them to return to work in menal
jobs at the worst time. However, seniors who continue to work beyond age 65 can continue to save money while living off what they earn, thus renounging the need to dive into their retirement savings. In some cases, working only a few short years can make a big difference in the amount of money you have in retirement, putting you in a
much better situation when the day comes when you quit work forever. Source: Thinkstock 2. Medical expenses Seniors tend to have higher needs when it comes to medical expenses than any other age group. While seniors often have government insurance and medical benefits, not everything is going to be covered. Too many older
people are in a situation where they have to resort to their savings to pay for something related to medicine and in some extreme circumstances some elderly people are even forced to choose between medications or other life needs. For seniors who choose to keep working, not only will their incomes be higher, but they will also enjoy the
benefits that are often provided by their employer. These benefits often cover much more than some of the retirement benefits, and many even include prescription drug plans that make medications much cheaper to buy, or even free, depending on the type of coverage offered. This allows seniors to spend less of their own money on
medical needs, allowing them to divert those funds to the or even a luxury here and there. 3. The psychology of retiring While many people expect to enjoy the freedom associated with retirement, is not without their mental and emotional costs. On the one hand, seniors who remain in the workforce are much more likely to retain their
cognitive ability. Many seniors are isolated after retirement, which will have widespread psychological consequences for anyone. Senior Senior staying in the workforce will also be much more likely to keep up with technology, as technological changes will have an effect on each and every workforce. 4. Financial benefits of continuous
work There are numerous financial reasons why you should continue working if you feel infiest. The first financial benefit of the job is pretty obvious: you keep earning income. This stable pay check allows you to continue paying your living expenses without resorting to your retirement benefits for needs. If you decide to keep working, a
financial advisor can tell you the best way to make sure you don't get over it by staying in the workforce, making your retirement money go further. Most people are still going to retire at some point, even if it's after 65. If they work until they were seventies or later, they will get much larger pensions in the process compared to what they
would receive if they had stopped working just a decade ago. Workers who stay in a company longer will also benefit from employees who are only granted to people who have remained in the company for an extended period of time. Even social security benefits tend to be high for people who have remained in the workforce longer. It all
comes down to this: the longer you work, the more money you can save and contribute to both your retirement funds and social security. Therefore, when you finally retire, you will be able to get more out of your retirement each month. With all the benefits of working beyond age 65, it's a wonder more people don't choose to do it. By
simply working a few more years, you can easily put yourself in a much better financial situation, allowing you to save and spend more when you decide to take a permanent office vacation. More than Personal Finance Cheat Sheet: American Heart Association (AHA)The AHA is the oldest and largest nonprofit in the country dedicated to
fighting heart disease. The AHA funds life-saving research, advocates for people affected by all heart-related problems, and provides education for heart and stroke patients. You can also connect with others living with a variety of heart conditions through the AHA support network. American College of Cardiology (ACC)Acc is a non-profit
medical association that grants credentials to cardiovascular specialists who meet your criteria. For nearly four decades, ACC has partnered with AHA to develop clinical practice guidelines for the practice of cardiologists. The ACC holds annual meetings that focus on the latest research and in the field of heart health. Favorite online
support networksWomenHeartThis organization helps women who are dealing with heart-related health issues connect with each other. Check out the website, where you can scroll through an interactive map of the United States to see if there are local support networks in your community. WomenHeart also offers individual support by
text, phone or email, virtual live and an online community. Mended HeartsThis national and community organization is a peer-to-peer support network for heart disease patients and their families. Use your website to find a local chapter or support group near you or join one of the online discussion groups that focus on a number of heart
conditions. ChD ConquestThis nonprofit organization seeks to empower patients living with congenital heart disease (CHD) and their families. Online support networks include Facebook groups for patients with chD teens and adults, a Spanish support group, and a bereavement group for CHD-affected families. There are also several
state chapters, which offer virtual and in-person support at the same level. Favorite Apps for Heart Disease PatientsCardioCardio is a heart fitness app that uses your phone's camera to measure your heart rate and provides users with information on how numbers relate to their overall health. Also find tips for effective workouts and
tracking your progress. Cardiio is free in the App Store.Pulse Point RespondThis app alerts users who have indicated that they are trained in CPR if someone nearby is having a heart emergency and may require CPR before EMS can arrive. The app also directs these potential rescuers to the nearest Automated External Defibrillator
(DEA). A favorite resource for the Healthy Heart Diet AdviceEatRight.orgThe Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics offers comprehensive and actionable cooking tips and tips to make your diet healthier for your heart. Favourite resource to become a RedGo lawyer for womenThe AHA Women's Initiative is designed to raise awareness around
women's heart health and stimulate change to improve women's lives around the world. Take part in National Red Wear Day every February and start conversations about women's heart health with the people in your life. This superfood has great anti-aging benefits. That's why we're sweet with these hair and skin products with berries!
Credit: Lisa Shin This superfood has great anti-aging benefits. That's why we're sweet with these hair and skin products with berries! The world of beauty is buzzing over the powerful anti-aging advantages of berries. Opt for berries in rich colors, such as red, purple and black, says kimberly Snyder, certified nutritionist, author of The
Beauty Detox Solution. These types tend to contain the highest levels of antioxidants, which prevent free radicals from aging our skin. Now dig! Advertising ad Gently rub your way to the skin Aai Body Scrub Fresh Sugar ($48; fresh.com). Sugar crystals exfoliate and aai oil, made from Brazilian superberry, provides antioxidant benefits.
Announcement Do you see stains? The red antibacterial berries in June Jacobs Raspberry Recovery Serum ($70; qvc.com) help to sap and prevent grains, while rosemary leaf extract soothes inflammation. A double-duty skin! Advertising announcement Strengthen your mane by spritzing blackberry-infused Rusk Sensories Sensories
Strengthening treatment ($13; stylesource.com) in wet strands before drying. Unlike some of them, it makes your hair soft without leaving it sticky. Tacky.
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